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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

AMCONYC Fashion Week Shuts Down The Shows   
 

 

NEW YORK (September 15
th

, 2015) — AMCONYC Fashion Week came to a close on Sunday, 

September 13
th
, 2015 after they welcomed over 2000 guests throughout the UNKOWN New 

York, Meagan Ollari, Jovan O’Connor, Ivory Couture, Bound by the Crown Couture, Black 

Phumelele and Wear Your Label showcases at PUNTO Space. Sponsors included Breed, Uber, 

PUNTO Space, All Beauty Water, and Herbalife Nutrition. Styling was provided by StylingOn 

while hair and makeup was led by celebrity makeup artist, Rachel Wood.  

 

A selection of the industry’s top editors, bloggers, fashion icons and celebs filled the seats during 

AMCONYC Fashion Week including Complex Magazine, GQ Insider, Nylon Magazine, Net-a-

Porter, InStyle, Hype Fresh Magazine, New York Examiner, recording artists Bridget Kelly and BJ 

The Chicago Kid, Sports Illustrated model, Elizabeth Pipko among many others, leaving the 

shows vividly impressed.  

 

“The goal and the DNA of AMCONYC is to nurture these emerging and independent designers by 

giving them the best possible platform to get recognized," says Quaranto. "As a former designer 

myself, I can relate and understand every aspect and concern the designers have. That's what 

sets us apart. We don't believe in providing just a showcase; AMCONYC believes in working with 

emerging and independent designers to build the foundation of their brands." 

 

AMCONYC has become one step further in the revolutionizing of NYFW, which will be 

reintroduced as a platform that focuses on emerging designers, catering to the needs of the 

industry and creating a full experience to connect the designers to their audience.  
 
 
About AMCONYC 
AMCONYC, New York’s premier event production company, provides a national platform to discover and support 
emerging fashion designers. As a leading fashion event company, AMCONYC provides the next generation of 
revolutionary talent exclusive access to fashion business experts to help them hone a broad range of skills and showcase 
their collections to industry leaders and influencers. With a global audience filled with press, buyers, and stylists, 
AMCONYC allows emerging designers to become discovered and elevate their professional profiles through unique and 
exclusive opportunities. 
 
For more information, please visit www.amconyc.com.   
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